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Abstract
In this project, it is presented the development of a simple and efficient Winogradsky's column with climate conditioning and sampling system, to be used as a study model for microbiotic interactions in a simulated extraterrestrial environment, such as of Mars. This chamber allows a variety of experiments in the field of astrobiology.
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Introduction
Recently, there have been significant discoveries about Mars that have increased our interest in it and in the possibilities of more advanced robotic and even manned missions to that planet. Thereby, many questions about Mars's habitability, search of life forms and life support systems for long duration manned missions are arising. Within this line of thought, a Winogradsky's column shows potential as a tool to investigate such problems.

The first concept for the column was developed by Sergei Winogradsky¹ (apud QUINN et al., 2014) for the study of microcommunities' stratification under oxygen, light and sulfur gradients. Since then, the columns have been excellent models to develop microecology studies under environmental changes (RUNDELL et al., 2014) and have even found applications in space engineering, such as recycle systems like MELISSA (HENDRICKX et al., 2005).

Thus, inspired in Mars Ecopoiesis Test Bed (TODD [Org.], 2006), it was developed of a Winogradsky-based column as an self-contained ecosystem, analog to what could exist in other planets, as a model to study biotic interactions in an extraterrestrial environment.

Results and Discussion
The Winogradsky column was designed to be simple, cost-effective, easy to manipulate and, at the same time, robust and scientifically trustworthy, with the characteristics that follow:

With the exception of the tubing and cover, everything else is not permanently attachable, allowing easy disassembly and substitution of parts, as needed. Most of the parts of the chamber are made of transparent acrylic (laser cut), hence visible changes inside the column can be easily monitored, if that's the objective. One piece, which seals and binds the middle of the column, was made from teflon for its easy craft and low chemical reactivity.

The column was made to withstand small external and internal pressure variations, but its design allows easy modification depending of the experiment. Likewise, the column is very gas tight and totally water sealed, allowing pre-assemble in an sterile environment without contamination concern during transportation. Its cover was made with PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), a polymer with great strength and good transparency on the UV range (>230nm), allowing different types of irradiation experiments, even on shorter wavelengths.

Conclusions
This design of an adapted Winogradsky's column was a success and it will soon be applied on the sequel of this project to study microbiological interactions under Mars-like conditions. It is expected that this experiment will be a stepping stone on the development of an experiment to be launched to the stratosphere with a balloon, and even as a small payload for satellites, as a part of the goals of the research group in astrobiology of LNLS.
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